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SUMMARY

Dress etiquette is a set of rules about what clothing may and may not be worn at a school,
university,.. office,. .restaurants and so on__ D.ress etiquette a.re created out of social p.ercep:tions_ and
norms, and vary based on purpose, circumstances and occasions. Different country, place, societies
and cultutes are likely to have different dress codes. In this report, it is shown the problem and the
results of our investigation about dress etiquette in UiTM Karnpus Pasir Gudang. Toe purpose of
our investigation is to make sure_ the_ student& follow the_ rules of dress- etiquette_ that- we_ called
"Sahsiah Rupa Diri" and dressed in proper way. For UiTM rules, the students must follow the
rules in dressed based on days, when going to class and in UiTM areas. The problems that most of
the students doing are not display their matric card, wear tight slack/pants, male students not
trimmed their hair neatly and female students wear tight shirts. "Sahsiah Rupa Diri" is a rules for
students to teach them how to dress properly as looks like a professional students in university and
also to improve their personalities a.nd become disciplined students. For muslim, all muslirn must
follow the Islamic law rules by dressing well to cover their aurah. If the students apply dress
etiquette in their life especially when in university, that can be a good image for the university.
The methods that we are using in making our survey is through questionnaires form. So that, we
will take an action in improving dress etiquette among UiTM Kampus Pasir Gudang students to
give awareness to them about how importance is dress etiquette in their life basis.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Clothing can symbolizes the person personality, values and pure work ethics. The way a
clean, neat and appropriate dress is emphasized to be practiced by all, especially to those who work
as officers, staff and even students.
People are a lot into fashion nowadays, regardless of age and gender their always wearing
something that in style for them to look fashionable. But some of them are not looking good like
they wanted too. This is because they don't know what style or pattern that suits with their height
and size of body. People should choose and wear something that suitable with them.
Besides that, rape case also had been increasing days by days. One of the factors that lead
to this case is women wearing revealing clothing. In Islam, women had been asked to wear proper
clothes like loose clothes and also cover their "aurat". This a little bit can help them from being
the rape victims because their body is covered properly. But still this will not 100% can avoid
women from getting rape. So wearing an unrevealing and not tight clothes will help to reduce this
problems.
Furthermore, in University Technology Mara (UiTM) it have its own dress code or called
as "Sahsiah Rupa Diri (SRD)". Students should follow the dress code so that they can become
more disciplined and a good students by follow the rules that have been set. Other than that, UiTM
also will looks harmonious and neat. But the problem is had some students that do not follow the
dress code or SRD that had been set by UiTM such as hair for the men are long, wearing hat and
slippers to class� For women,_ wearing sheer and tight clothe� Not following the rules will lead to
an undisciplined students and will make the university look bad.
In conclusion, the code of application that has been outlined, should be followed for comfort
and safety of all. Not just clothing can show the person identity but it also brings the image of the
organization in which you serve.
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